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Benefits of Remote CI  
Programming 

• Cost/time efficiencies for families
• COVID friendly service delivery model
• Patient demand
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Benefits of Remote CI  
Programming, Cont.  

• In our work as with other work, we know 
that many obstacles get in the way of 
providing appropriate services to our 
families:  
– Lack of access to services in their geographical 

area 
– Inability to follow through with 

recommendations, often due to transportation. 
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• When deciding to add tele-audiology there 
are many considerations which include:  
– Is there a need?

– Can you be paid? 
– Can you offer seamless integration into your 

other services?

– Do you have a protocol that everyone can 
follow that allows for this seamless integration 
into your existing practices?  

– Can I afford the equipment?
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What Delivery Model?

• Network link  (Rady Main to Rady
Murrieta) i.e. to rural clinics/hospitals

• Point-to-point connections to specialty 
clinics not part of the hospital: Rady consults 
with another hospital or clinic

• Monitoring center links (checking a patient 
at home)

• Web-based direct service provision
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Cochlear Implant Remote 
Options

• CI consultations/Device Selection
• CI troubleshooting
• CI programming
• CI Aural rehab/patient information
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Cochlear Implants

• Using Remote Check/CI programming 
tablets

• We have recently added software to allow 
us to program Med-/el and AB as well
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REMOTE CHECK
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Program Integration

• Patient enrolled in remote check as 
recommended by the clinician via 
MyCochlear. 

• Following successful enrollment, a 30 
minute telemedicine appointment is 
scheduled at least 1 week out to 
provide sufficient time for remote check 
to be completed. 
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Program Integration, Cont.

• The clinician reviews the remote check and plans 
appointment accordingly. 

• On the day of the appointment, the family will 
check in on MyChart similar to other telemedicine 
appointments. 

• Upon completion of the telemedicine appointment, 
our center bills a 30 minute AR code.  
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CI PROGRAMMING
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Remote Programming of CIs

Wireless programming adapter
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Step-by-Step Process

• Mail family Microsoft Surface (powered off) 
& wireless programming pod/s.
– Box will include pre-paid label to allow the 

family to ship the equipment back.

• The CI programming appointment is 
scheduled with an appointment note that it 
is a telemedicine appointment.
– Appointment should NOT be created as 

telemedicine as the family will not log on to 
MyChart to join.  
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Steps, Cont.  

• We contact the family by phone at the 
scheduled appointment time and guide the 
family through Surface set up. 
– Power on Surface (top left button when device is 

horizontal)

– Provide family with Surface Password which will 
be changed following each programming session.

– Once the family has logged onto the Surface 
successfully, we advise them to connect to their 
personal Wi-Fi. 
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Steps, Cont.  

– Once Wi-Fi connection has been obtained, we 
advise them to click the Zoom icon on the task 
bar.  

• Advise them to click “Join a Meeting”

• Provide them with the meeting ID and click Join
• Provide them with the password

– Once connected via Zoom, ask family to press 
share screen at the bottom of their Zoom 
window. Clinician then requests remote control 
access of their screen. Family must accept. 
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Steps, Cont.

• We log onto Cochlear Software using our clinic 
password.  

• Advise the family to connect the CI recipient’s 
battery (fully charged) to the bottom of the yellow 
wireless pod and wait for it to connect (will be 
visible on the bottom of the software screen). Once 
the pod is connected, the family will then connect 
the processor/s. 

• Program as usual. 
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Steps, Cont. 

• Once finished, provide instructions for 
sending their CDX file to the clinician.
– Clinician will export the patient’s file to the 

desktop.

– Advise the family to open the zoom chat box 
and click the “file” button. 

– Add the CDX file and hit send.

– Once the file has been received, move the CDX 
file from the Surface desktop to the recycle bin 
and empty. 

– Delete/archive the patient file from the Cochlear 
software and close. 
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Steps, Cont.  

• Type in “change password” in the Surface search 
bar, bottom left. Follow instructions to change the 
password. Ask the family to power down the 
device after the Zoom call has ended (family can 
not see the new password)

• Family advised to return the programming 
equipment using the prepaid label that was sent 
within the original shipment.

• End session. 
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Steps, Cont.  

• Update new Surface password on a log that 
tracks passwords. 

• Import CDX file into the clinic database 
from the programming computer.

• When the tablet is returned:
– Log back into stock

– Physically clean the tablet
– Verify that there is not any patient data on the 

computer (there should not be).   
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Can you do this with other 
companies?
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QUESTIONS?
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